
Summary

The aim of this dissertation was to evaluate empirically the performance of the
Minimum Rank Factor Analysis (MRFA). MRFA is a method of Common Factor
Analysis which yields communality estimates which always remain in proper
bounds (between 0 and 1) and which entail a Gramian reduced covariance (or
correlation) matrix. In addition, MRFA makes possible to estimate of the proportion
of the common variance left unexplained after r common factors have been
extracted (the unexplained common variance or UCV).

The main part of the thesis consists of a comparison of five factor analytic
methods: MRFA, Minres Factor Analysis, Maximum Likelihood Factor Analysis
(MLFA) and two recently developed so-called direct methods. The unique feature of
the direct methods is that they use the data matrix rather than a covariance matrix,
which yields factor scores directly and prevents the occurrence of Heywood cases.

Two simulation studies were performed. The data for the first study were based
on 15 real data sets obtained from the psychological literature, whereas the data for
the second study were completely artificial.

The five methods were compared on three groups of criteria: retrieval of the
population factor loadings, communality estimation and reproduction of the
population correlations. MRFA produced very accurate estimates of loadings, but its
communality estimates were relatively highly biased. MRFA also produced
relatively many Heywood solutions. MLFA, on the other hand, produced relatively
accurate communality estimates and less accurate loadings estimates. The
performance of Minres was good on all criteria. One of the direct methods (so-called
short direct method) was mostly just a bit less successful than Minres, while the
other (the complete direct method) did not perform satisfactorily in general. The
differences between the methods were often small compared to the effects of sample
size and the average communality in the population.

We also answered two questions aimed at MRFA alone. The first question
concerned the influence of the standardisation of data. Generally it does not make
much difference whether a covariance or a correlation matrix is analysed; the choice
is important only when asymptotic expressions are used. The second question
concerned the behaviour of the UCV estimates. They are biased upwards and the
size of the bias decreased with increasing sample size, average communality and the
number of factors. In some conditions it is possible to perform a bias correction.

We conclude the thesis with a discussion of practical implications of our findings
and with some suggestions for future work.




